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Abstract  

In the current decade, researchers have attained much attention towards 

distribution networks as a significant role is played these networks in the 

planning and quality maintenance of power systems. In power systems, 

problems related to power quality occurs namely voltage instability, voltage 

fluctuation, voltage sag whenever deregulation is involved in it. As a result 

of deterioration of power quality, power loss increases while decreasing 

power flow limits and response time. It is evident from the literature that 

13% of power wastage out of total power generated is due to power loss 

during distribution. From the viewpoint of the consumer, the overall 

efficiency of the power delivery can be improved by reduction of power loss 

which is the major issue in power systems. This paper focuses on power loss 

reduction of distribution system using different compensating 
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devices like Distribution of the proposed compensating device is done by 

utilizing Bat Algorithm with standard IEEE 33 bus system. 

Generation, Capacitor, and DSTATCOM. The location of the 

compensating devices has been determined by a sensitivity analysis method 

and the sizing of the devices has been determined by optimization 

algorithms. Implementation 

 
Keywords:DG, capacitor, DSTATCOM, Bat Algorithm, power loss 

reduction. 

1Introduction 
 

Power transmission system involves distribution link which connects 

high voltage transmission power to low voltage consumers which leads to 

higher power loss (I
2
R) in a distributed system as it involves low voltage 

with high current. Several loss reduction methods exist such as capacitor 

placement method, conductor grading method, feeder reconfiguration, high 

voltage distribution system, DFACTS allocation method, distributed 

generator (DG), etc. The proposed method focuses on three compensating 

devices namely (i) Capacitor Allocation (ii) DSTATCOM allocation (iii) 

Loss minimization based on DG Allocation in the distributed network [1]. 

During the process of distribution, bus voltage gets reduced in the 

distribution system with an increase in losses as the distance from the 

substation increases. This voltage reduction and increased losses in the 

distribution system (DS) are as a result of the inadequate chunk of reactive 

power available in the distribution system. Conventionally, reactive power is 

added at appropriate locations in the distribution systems as a support to 

improve power factor, enhance voltage profile, and reduced line loss. Several 

methods are developed and deployed to sorout the issue of location of 

capacitor in the system for obtaining maximum benefits. The benefits 

obtained in this approach depend totally on the location of capacitors in the 

DS. Problem formulation in this case is determining the optimal location of 

capacitors along with their sizes which have to be installed at the radial 

distribution bus systems. 

In an electric power system, capacitors are utilized to achieve the 

following: 

i. Power flow control 

ii. Improvement of stability 

iii. Management of voltage profile 

iv. Correction of power factor 

v. Reduction of power loss and energy loss 
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In the distribution system, the capacitor acts as the source of reactive 

power which can reduce reactive losses. Researchers have done remarkable 

work for modeling techniques for the placement of capacitors thereby 

leading to loss minimization. Major challenges involved in these techniques 

include: 

1. Selecting appropriate count of capacitors 

2. Capacitor allocation 

3. Selecting capacitor size for achieving the following features: 

a. Reduction of loss 

b. Regulation of voltage 

c. Control of power flow 

In this approach of loss reduction, we have to focus on the size of the 

cable, the number of capacitors along methodology, capacitor size, and 

location. An extra cost is involved in utility as it incurs capacitors and 

techniques for placing capacitors. However, these capacitors deal with the 

current’s reactive component only and do not involve in changing the 

current’s in-phase component appreciably [2, 3]. 

 
2 Literature Review 

 
In the current era, several economical, technical, and environmental 

issues are faced by electrical power systems which can be relieved feasibly 

by using DG units. These DG units include small-scale generating units 

which act as an alternate for a centralized generation that is generally 

installed adjuncent the load center at the DS. Conventional technologies 

generally adopted in DG are fuel cells, hydro, solar, wind, bio-mass units, 

and microturbines. These DG units can be either customer-owned or utility-

owned. These DG units are categorized into four types namely P-type DG 

which is also called Type I DG that generates only active while does not 

exchange any reactive power with the grid; Q type DG which is also called 

Type-II DG that exchanges reactive power (Q) with the grid; PQ type DG 

which is also called as Type-III DG that supplies active (P) and reactive 

power together to the grid and finally QP type DG that supplies only active 

power to grid while consumes reactive power. In the study of power flow, 

generally, DG’s are modeled as negative loads [1-4]. Figure 1 shows the 

various Optimization placement techniques for DGs in the radial distribution 

system.  Researchers based on their analysis have approximated that equal to 

13% of power is famished during the distribution of power as a loss. 

Reduction of power loss is the major solution in the viewpoint of the  
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consumer for improving the overall efficiency during delivery of power. 

Hence in the distribution network, reduction of power loss requires highly 

sophisticated advanced equipment such as shunt reactors, series reactors, and 

capacitor banks, Distribution Static Compensator (DSTATCOM), and 

Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR). Several features are possessed by 

DSTATCOM such as low production of the harmonic, capability of high 

regulation, compact size, low losses of power, and lower cost compared to 

other devices for compensating reactive power [5]. 

 

 
Fig.1 Optimization placement techniques for DGs 

Plant development improvement was carried out to dispense the capacitor 

in outspread conveyance framework with the target of improving voltage 

profile and decrease of losses [7]. GA (genetic algorithm) had been utilized 

to track down the ideal estimating of the fixed and exchanged capacitor at 

different burden levels [8]. Direct search algorithm (DSA) had been 

acquainted with track down the ideal area and size of capacitor and it is tried 

on IEEE bus 22, 69, 85 radial DS with the target capacity of boost net 

investment funds and limit the power loss [9]. Taher in [10] introduced the 

hybrid HBC (honey bee colony) technique to place the shunt capacitor in 

IEEE bus 25, 37 bus radial DS to curtail power losses and control THD (total 

harmonic distortion) 
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Bat algoritham depends on the echolocation of microbats. (Echolocation) 

is an entrancing sonar wave produced by the microbats; it assists them with 

discovering prey and, in some otherworldly ways, they can segregate the 

various types of deterrents or peril in transit towards the prey in complete 

obscurity. 

 

Uniqueness in Bat algorithm:  

Automated Zooming capability– Bat has an ability of naturally zooming 

into an area where promising arrangements is found. 

 

Parameter control – Optimal parameter settings can be easily done.  

Frequency tuning – It will tune automatically to solve the    different OF.  

 

3 System Configuration 

 
Figure 2 shows the DSTATCOM configuration in the distribution 

network. In distribution networks bus voltage is compensated using 

DSTATCOM which is a Voltage Source Converter (VSC) –shunt connected 

that provides reactive power and power factor control. Total power demand 

is met as per the specification of utility connection, as the required chunk of 

leading compensating current or lagging compensating current is injected by 

DSTATCOM associated with a particular load. A significant role is played 

by the predicted DSTATCOM in the radial DS as the power of system load is 

continuously increasing. Hence allocating DSTATCOM optimally provides 

enhanced stability, compensated reactive power, enhanced power quality, 

minimized power loss, and maximized loading ability [6]. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
          Fig 2.DSTATCOM configuration in the distribution network. 
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4Problem Formulation 
 
4.1Analysis of Power Flow 

 
Study of load flow using traditional methods namely NR (Newton-

Raphson), GS (Gauss-Seidel), and Fast Decoupled load flow method does 

not provide accurate results of voltage flow and line flow in RDN, as it 

possesses a higher ratio of resistance to reactance (R/X). A direct approach 

for load flow of DS provides a better result as it is designed especially [11]. 

A simple distribution network is represented by a single line diagram as 

shown in Figure 3. 

 

 

Vt Vt+1 Vt+2

t t+1 t+2

Pt+jQt Pt+1+jQt+1 Pt+2+jQt+2

Jt,t+1 Pt,t+1+jQt,t+1 Jt+1,t+2

Pt+1,eff+jQt+1,eff

 
      Fig.3. Simple distribution network. 

 
At node t in figure 3, equivalent injected current is obtained as shown in 

equation (1)  
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Using Kirchhoff’s current law, branch current can be obtained from 

figure 3 between the buses t+1, t are  shown in equation (2).  
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In figure 3, real power and reactive power in the line section occurring 

between buses t and t+1 as given by equations (3) & (4) respectively. 
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Hence total power loss 
TLoss

P  occurring in the distribution system is 
obtained by adding all the losses occurring in the line section as given by 
equation (5). 
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4.2Objective Function 

 
The main objective of placing compensating devices in an optimal 

location in the radial distribution system is to reduce significantly the total 

loss of active power which satisfies both equality constraints and inequality 

constraints. The objective function can be formulated mathematically as 

given by equation (8).
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Power Balance 

 

Power production is equivalent to the demand and losses in power. 

 
Voltage limit  

 

max,min, mmm
VVV   

 
Where min,m

V and max,m
V are the voltage limits of min and max at bus m. 

 
Reactive Power Compensation  
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min

cm
Q and max

cm
Q are the Q power min, max limits of compensated bus 

m. 
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5 Bat’s Algorithm 

      
In the current era, the best solution for power optimization problems is 

provided by nature-inspired algorithms which are considered to be the most 

powerful algorithms. The animal Bat locates its food based on its behavior of 

echolocation. Based on this concept, a new algorithm inspired by nature is 

the meta-heuristic algorithm known as the “Bat Algorithm” proposed by Xin-

Sha Yang in 2010 [12-15]. Bats are mammals with wings having the 

advanced capability of finding their prey based on echolocation hence are 

interesting animals.  

Bat algorithm can be implemented step by step based on the above 

idealization and approximation for the process of optimization which is 

described as follows: 

 
Step 1:Firstly, system input data is read both load data and bus data. 

Step 2: Real and reactive power losses along with voltage are determined by 

running the distribution load flow of the base case. 

Step 3: Candidate buses are identified by proper placement of compensating  

devices. 

Step 4: Upper and lower bounds are set for the constraints namely the  

control parameters of bat algorithm which includes pulse rate, pulse 

frequency and loudness along with maximum iterations. 

Step 5: Initial bat population is generated in the feasible area randomly  

 where each bat is indicated by encouraging optimal size in the  

thedistribution network for the compensation devices. 

Step 6:  Fitness function is evaluated along with computation of expected  

 active power loss and expected reactive power loss including objective  

 function’s voltage deviation by utilizing the Direct Load Flow Method for each 

bat or solution. 

Step 7: Best bat with minimum power loss is chosen in the population.  

Poushali Pal1 et al. 

Step 8: Bat population is updated. 

Step 9: Active power loss of the updated population and reactive power loss  

 of the updated population is determined by running the load flow. 

Step 10: Terminationcriterion is checked where it can be maximum  

 possible iterations for updating the population of Bat Algorithm such that  

 a minimum value is reached by the objective function. If this condition is  

 satisfied then stop the algorithm else return to step 5. 

Step 11: Optimal solutions are displayed. 

The above steps are followed for minimizing the objective function. 
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  6 Results and Comparison 

 
IEEE 33 bus system is represented using a single diagram as shown in 

Figure 4. In the proposed system, the real power load is considered as 3.72 

MW and the reactive power load is considered as 2.3 MVAr with a line 

voltage of 12.66 kV. In RDS, real power loss is obtained as 210.98 kW 

without compensation [16-18]. 

 

19

23

2 6543 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33
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Fig. 4. IEEE 33-Bus System – Single Line Diagram 

 

By using sensitive analysis [19-20], the compensator is optimally placed 

in the 30
th
 bus. The optimal size of the compensator is calculated by using 

BA. This paper provides three methods of minimizing loss namely (i) 

Compensation by Capacitor Placement (ii) Compensation by DG Allocation 

and (iii) Compensation by DSTATCOM placement in the distribution 

system. The comparative analysis with its impacts is represented in Table 1. 

The locations of the compensating devices have been determined by sensitive 

analysis and sizing has been determined by the cuckoo search algorithm. The 

analysis is done using a IEEE 33 bus for the three types of allocation for 

compensating devices. The overall target of this job is to reduce power loss 

in the DS. The overall performance of the IEEE 33 bus with and without 

compensating devices is given in Table.1. The voltage profile of the IEEE 33 

bus system is as shown in Figure 5. Comparing with other compensating 

devices, DG provides the best voltage profile enhancement and loss 

reduction.  
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                     Table 1. 33 bus system complete performance analysis 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. 33 bus system voltage profile 
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 Fig. 6.Comparision of proposed method with existing techniques. 

 
The figure 6 confirms that the introduced method grabs encouraging 

results when compare to existing techniques. The voltage profile in the 

proposed method is far better then the existing method. This proves that the 

introduced system can employed to large scale DS without any difficulties. 

This application is useful to DNOs to operate the distribution networks 

smoothly.  

7 Conclusion 
 
 This paper provides three methods of minimizing loss namely (i) 

Compensation by Capacitor Placement (ii) Compensation by DG Allocation 

and (iii) Compensation by DSTATCOM location in the distribution system. 

The locations of the compensating devices have been determined by sensitive 

analysis and sizing has been determined by the cuckoo search algorithm. The 

analysis is done using a IEEE 33 bus for the three types of allocation for 

compensating devices. The main hurdles for the operators of the distribution 

system are its implementation and reliable technique of loss minimization. 

However, in crises related to the environment and energy, the DG allocation 

technique is found to be the best method for loss reduction in the distribution 

system. 
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